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 Fingerprint image segmentation is an important pre-processing step in 
automatic fingerprint recognition system. A well-designed fingerprint 
segmentation technique can improve the accuracy in collecting clear 
fingerprint area and mark noise areas. The traditional grey variance 
segmentation method is widely and easily used, but it can hardly segment 
fingerprints with low contrast of high noise. To overcome the low image 
contrast, combining two-block feature; mean of gradient magnitude and 
coherence, where the fingerprint image is segmented into background, 
foreground or noisy regions, has been done. Except for the noisy regions in 
the foreground, there are still such noises existed in the background whose 
coherences are low, and are mistakenly assigned as foreground. A novel 
segmentation method based on combination local mean of grey-scale and 
local variance of gradient magnitude is presented in this paper. The proposed 
extraction begins with normalization of the fingerprint. Then, it is followed 
by foreground region separation from the background. Finally, the gradient 
coherence approach is used to detect the noise regions existed in the 
foreground. Experimental results on NIST-Database14 fingerprint images 
indicate that the proposed method gives the impressive results. 
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Fingerprint segmentation is a technique in which features sharing or regions with similar 
characteristics are identified and grouped collectively. In other words, the segmentation is splitting the 
fingerprint image into two regions, which are called foreground and background regions. The foreground 
regions correspond to clear fingerprint areas containing ridges and valleys, while background regions 
correspond to regions outside borders of fingerprint area, which do not contain any valid fingerprint 
information. If background regions have uniform grey-level and are lighter than foreground, then an 
approach based on local intensity could be effective for separating the foreground from the background, but 
in practice, fingerprint segmentation is sensitive to the quality of fingerprint image. Thus, the low quality of 
fingerprint image is a problem, which requires more robust segmentation techniques [11] [18]. 
The first problem is the presence of noise that resulted from dust and grease on the surface of live-
scan fingerprint scanners or ink-on-paper rolled fingerprint. The second problem is false tracings in the image 
acquisition. The third problem is the dryness or wetness that can influence the quality of ridges and valleys 
structure. The last one is the presence of an indistinct boundary when the features in windows of fixed size 
are used. Due to these problems, separating noise regions from the foreground regions are needed. Detection 
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of noise regions in the foreground regions is a challenging problem in fingerprint segmentation, because the 
quality of the fingerprint area greatly contributes to improve the quality of ridges or valleys directions. Figure 
1 shows a fingerprint image and its segmentation result that consists of background regions, foreground 
regions, and noise regions.  
There are two general types of features used for fingerprint segmentation, i.e., block-wise and pixel-
wise features. Generally, pixel-wise feature of fingerprint segmentation provides accurate results, but its 
computational complexity and time consuming are markedly higher than most of block-wise features. Since 
pixel-wise based segmentation method is tedious and time consuming, block-wise features are more widely 






     
                                                            (a)                                                           (b) 
 
Figure 1. A sample of fingerprint segmentation results; (a) original fingerprint image,  
(b) background, foreground and noise patches of the segmented fingerprint image 
 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
Several features used in fingerprint segmentation are known from literatures, such as grey-scale 
statistical, local directionality, and consistency of orientation. Detailed explanations of these features are as 
follows. 
 
2.1 Grey-Scale Statistical Features  
Grey-scale statistical features in fingerprint segmentation include global mean, local mean, global 
variance, local variance, and histogram. In general, the mean of grey-level values in the foreground is lower 
than the values in the background. On the other hand, the variance of grey-level values in the foreground is 
higher than the background. However, mean and variance grey-scale-based algorithm does not work well on 
low quality fingerprint image [2] [9] [11].  
Mehtre et al. computed directional image, representing local ridge orientation along eight different 
directions in blocks of size 1616  pixels and segmented it using the block-wise histogram of the directional 
image values [12]. The histogram of the directional image technique gives a good result for low contrast and 
noisy images, but it fails for images with uniform regions. Contrarily, the variance grey-level method is not 
producing good results for low contrast image and instead it does produce good results for images with 
uniform regions. Also this method has no sense for clarity of ridges and their directions, and hence, cannot 
detect noisy regions as background. This leads Mehtre and Chatterjee uses the composite method by 
combining histogram and variance methods [13]. This method is reported to give good results for uniform 
regions, enhanced input images, and also poor for low contrast images. 
Ratha et al. proposed a fingerprint segmentation to separate the fingerprint area to avoid extraction 
of feature in noisy and background areas using variance of grey-level in a direction orthogonal to the 
orientation field in each block of size 1616 . The angle of orientation field is quantized into 16 directions 
[15]. In [13], the variance at every pixel in a set of known directions used to decide whether the pixel is in the 
foreground. In addition, Ratha used the variance to decide the quality of the fingerprint image in terms of the 
image contrast of the block under consideration. The underlying assumption is that the noise regions have no 
Background Foreground Noise 
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directional dependence, whereas regions of interest exhibit have a very high variance in a direction 
orthogonal to the orientation of the pattern and a very low variance along the ridges. In other words, the 
background has low variance in all the directions. In [4] used the same methods as [15], but prior to 
segmentation process, fingerprint image is cropped using Candela’s approach [3] and is manually aligned in 
upright position.  
Chen et al. proposed fingerprint segmentation using 1212  pixel blocks and trained a linear 
classifier to separate foreground based on three features, namely: (i) the block cluster degree, (ii) the 
difference between local mean and global mean of grey-level, and (iii) the block variance of grey-level. This 
self-defined block cluster degree is a measure on how well the pixels of the block congregate within the 
block by comparing each pixel’s intensity with the global mean intensity.  A morphological operation is then 
applied during post-processing to normalize the results [5]. This method is claimed to provide satisfactory 
results for high quality image but has higher computational complexity than most unsupervised methods.  
Feng et al. improved the grey-variance-based fingerprint segmentation algorithm by combining 
grey-level block mean and variance. They reported that this algorithm achieved more accurate and reliable 
segmented fingerprint results [6]. However, the robustness of their method yet to be tested on more complex 
fingerprints such as the ones that contain not only regular spikes but also foreign objects such as artefacts and 
handwritten annotations that normally found in raw fingerprints.   
 
2.2 Local Directionality Features 
Fingerprint image can be viewed as two distinct regions i.e., ridges’ region and non-ridges’ region. 
The main purpose of the fingerprint segmentation is mainly to extract the ridges’ region from the fingerprint 
image. With regards to that, some studies employed ridges orientation to segment the image. Generally, a 
ridge direction can be estimated by calculating its gradient, which normally performed in a pixel wise or 
block wise operations. The estimated gradient of a ridge is termed as orientation field. 
Maio and Maltoni used mean of gradient magnitude of orientation field in image blocks to separate 
foreground from background. They observed that the gradient response is higher in the foreground compared 
to that in the background.  By exploiting this information, they successfully extracted the foreground; 
however, they failed to identify the noise patches [10]. Zhang and Yan improved the above method by 
combining mean of gradient magnitude and coherence value [21]. They successfully segmented the 
fingerprint image into three parts namely, background, foreground and noisy regions; however, their 
assumptions that all noise areas are irrelevant and do not contain important information are proven wrong. 
Later, Qi and Xie proposed a more creative segmentation algorithm using the same mean magnitude of the 
gradient but this time they combined it with the variance of the gradient vector’s directional image, instead 
[14]. This method is reported has achieved good results; however, noise patches in foreground area are failed 
to detect and are treated as part of the background. 
Zhu et al. proposed a novel segmentation technique that gradually extract the foreground is based on 
correct orientation fields. The correctness of an orientation field is obtained by training the Neural Network 
(NN).  The trained NN classifier is used to distinguish between the correct and incorrect orientation fields. 
Then, a foreground is gradually formed by adding on block by block of the corrected orientation fields, and 
its formation is exactly resemblance the famous region growing concept [22] [23]. The technique is evidently 
tedious and time consuming because every single orientation field has to be analysed and corrected should its 
bearing is off direction. Worse still, in real life application, fingerprints images may come in various qualities 
and in actual fact some are beyond our imagination. 
Later, Yu et al. adopted a gradient projection method to exclude background region characterized by 
low grey-scale variation, and coarsely obtained the foreground region of the fingerprint image. In addition, 
noise regions, which contain smudges and stains, are excluded by using gradient coherence approach. 
Finally, morphological operations including edge detection are applied on the edges of the fingerprint image 
to obtain a smooth boundary of the foreground [20]. Although the published results evidently revealed that 
the extracted foregrounds are smooth but some parts of the foreground are unintentionally blackened. Hence, 
important information might be vanished that may lead to disappearance of singular points.  
Finally, Teixeira and Leite proposed a rather complex fingerprint segmentation algorithm based on 
orientation fields, which exploits morphological mathematical transformations that include dilation and 
erosion [17]. Although their experiments yield promising results, the processes involved are rather tedious 
with high complexity. Worse still, the entire orientation fields are computed prior to the foreground 
extraction, which is considered against the normal practices, and is regarded as counter productive.   
 
2.3 Coherence Features 
A coherence feature represents the strength of local gradients centred at the target pixel, which has 
dominant representation. Generally, the coherence is also higher in the foreground, where the grey-level 
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values are much smoother along the direction of the ridge. On the contrary, the coherence is comparatively 
lower at the region where there is a lot of spikes exist, which are emanated from noises such as stains and 
smudges [20]. It seems that the coherence is very promising to be used as a single feature to segment the 
foreground; however it is not sufficient for robusting segmentation. Therefore, a systematic combination of 
several features is necessary [2] [18]. 
Historically, the word coherence was first proposed by Kass and Witkin who define it as the norm of 
the sum of orientation vectors divided by the sum of their individual norms; this scalar always lies in the 
range of [0, 1]. Orientations with parallel directions provide maximum coherence (i.e. its value is 1), whereas 
orientations with opposite directions give minimum coherence (i.e. its value is 0) [24].  
Bazen and Gerez proposed a pixel-wise segmentation technique based on the coherence, while 
morphology is used to obtain smooth regions. The segmentation method is capable of successfully 
identifying very noisy region in the fingerprint [1]. Later in 2001, they improved the technique using three 
different features namely; coherence, local mean, and local variance, which are computed for each 
overlapped block of pixel [2]. The segmentation process is carried out on pixel-by-pixel basis in which the 
foreground separation is performed using a linear classifier. Then, a morphological operation is applied as 
post processing to obtain perfect clusters and to reduce categorization errors. Their experimental results 
showed that the method provides accurate results; however, its computational complexity is markedly higher 
than most of the described block-wise approaches. Moreover, Yin, et al. proposed a novel pixel-wise 
fingerprint segmentation approach based on quadric surface model [19]. They claimed that their proposed 
method has significantly reduced segmentation errors as opposed to that of the linear classifier.  
Meanwhile, Klein et al. adopted four different pixel based features namely, grey-scale mean, grey-
scale variance, gradient coherence and Gabor response for the fingerprint segmentation. The segmented 
fingerprint image is decomposed into three parts viz. foreground, background and low-quality regions. In 
addition, a hidden Markov model (HMM) is applied to resolve the fragmented foregrounds instead of a 
common morphological operation.  The pixel features are modelled as the output of a hidden Markov process 
[8]. The performance of HMM-based segmentation highly depends on the choice of pixel features. Their 
experimental results revealed that the outcomes are very encouraging with less fragmented foreground. In 
addition, the categorization of low-quality region provides an extra advantage that the information in this 
region is not totally discarded. However, the performance of the HMM is greatly relied on the choices of 
features used and number of state assigned for the background, foreground and low-quality regions. In actual 
fact, having too many features and states will increase the computational complexity and as well as 
computing time.   
Zhang and Yan proposed the fingerprint segmentation using two-block features; mean of gradient 
magnitude and coherence. The fingerprint image is first convolved with a 2D Gaussian filter. The gradients 
in horizontal and vertical directions are estimated using Sobel operator. The mean of gradient magnitude is 
then compared with a threshold value of the gradient. They defined “invalid regions” in the foreground as the 
sets of connected elements with low coherence value. The fingerprint image is segmented into background, 
foreground or noisy regions [21]. Except for the noisy regions in the foreground, there are still such noises 
existed in the background whose coherences are low, and are mistakenly assigned as foreground. 
 
 
3. PROPOSED METHOD 
Foreground extraction is actually part of fingerprint image segmentation, which aims to separate 
foreground from its background and other foreign objects like artefacts and handwritten annotations, which 
are common in inked fingerprints. It also tasks for detecting noise regions found in the foreground.  
The proposed extraction begins with normalization of the fingerprint’s intensity values by adopting 
Hong’s normalization approach [7]. Then, it is followed by foreground region separation from the 
background using the proposed segmentation technique. Finally, the gradient coherence approach, which is 
pioneered, by Zhang and Yan is adopted to detect the noise regions existed in the foreground. 





Figure 2. The fingerprint segmentation scheme 
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3.1 Grey-Scale Normalization 
Normally, the intensity value of fingerprint images is greatly varied from one print to another over 
time of capturing. As a result, there are prints whose intensity values concentrated in the upper-range of grey-
levels, for instance 128 – 255, which indicates bright images or over-exposure. On the contrary, there are 
fingerprints whose grey-levels ranging from 0 – 128 or lower-range, which indicates dark images or under-
exposure. The uneven or irregular distribution of light intensities may affect the statistical information of the 
image such as mean and variance of grey-levels, and therefore normalization is needed. This normalization 
process aims at reducing variation in grey-level values along ridges and valleys without changing the clarity 
of their structures. Therefore, the input fingerprint image is standardized to a desired mean and variance. The 
Normalization method proposed in [7] consists of three steps: Firstly, global mean value of fingerprint image 
is determined. Secondly, global variance value of fingerprint image is computed. Finally, new intensity 
values are calculated. 
Detailed process of the normalization is performed as follows:   
1. Let ),( nmI  denote the grey-level or intensity value of the pixel at the m-th row and n-th column of 
HW   pixels of fingerprint image size. Let Mg  and Vg  denote the global mean and global variance 
values of fingerprint image, respectively. 
2. Calculate the normalized grey-level value at pixel ),( nm  of fingerprint image, which is denoted by




















































nmN  (1) 
 
where 0Mg  and 0Vg  are the desired mean and variance values, respectively. Ideally, the recommended value 
for both 0Mg  and 0Vg  is 100.  
 
3.2 Proposed Foreground Extraction Method  
Once the normalised grey-level values of the fingerprint image are obtained, the next process is to 
extract the foreground from the fingerprint image. The process is done based on block-by-block basis starting 
from top left corner and ended at bottom right corner. With regard to that, a new segmentation approach, 
which combines local mean value of the normalised grey-level and local variance value of the gradient 
magnitude, is proposed. This method consists of three main steps: First, global mean (i.e. Mn  in short) and 
local mean (i.e. ),( jiMb  in short) values of normalized fingerprint image are calculated. Second, local 
variance (i.e. denoted by ),( jiVgr ) and threshold (i.e. thG  in short) values of gradient magnitude are 
computed. Finally, the target block is assigned as a part of foreground if the following conditions are 
fulfilled: (i) if the local mean is smaller than global mean, or (ii) the local variance is greater than the 
threshold. Diagrammatically, this process is displayed in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Flowchart of foreground extraction [16] 
 
 
a. Computation of global mean and local mean values 
Global mean is obtained by computing the average of grey-scale values of the whole normalized 
image, whereas local mean value is computed based on block of pixels. The calculation is performed as 
follows.  
1. Let HW   be the size of the normalized image. Let BB  pixels be a non-overlapping block of the 
normalized image. In this case 16B . Let ),( vuN be the intensity value of the pixel at the u-th row and 
v-th column of the BB  block. Let P  be the number of blocks in the entire image. 




















where ),( ji is first pixel at i-th row and j-th column of the BB  block,  16 ..., 32, 16, ,0  Wi , and 
16 ..., 32, 16, ,0  Hj . 
b. Computation of local variance of gradient magnitude  
The local variance of gradient magnitude of each block is computed according to the following 
steps:  
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1. For each pixel ),( nm  of the normalized fingerprint image ),( nmN ; estimated gradients in horizontal and 
vertical directions, which are symbolized by ),( nmGx  and ),( nmGy , respectively are computed using 
the following Sobel mask 33  operators. Horizontal Sobel mask operator ),( qpSx  and vertical Sobel 






















yy qnpmNqpSnmG (4) 
 
2. Calculate the gradient magnitude ),( nmGr  for each pixel ),( nm  as follows. 
 
)),(),((),( 22 nmGnmGnmGr yx   (5) 
 
3. Determine the threshold value thG of the gradient magnitudes using Zhang and Yan’s method as follows: 
3.1 Let ),( nmGr  denote the gradient magnitude at each pixel ),( nm of the HW  image size.  
3.2 Determine the maximum and the minimum of the gradient magnitudes, max),( nmGr  and
min),( nmGr , respectively. 
3.3 Calculate threshold value using the following equation. 
 
minminmax ),()),(),(( nmGrnmGrnmGrcGth   (6) 
 
where c  is the threshold factor that can be chosen within a range of ]3.0,05.0[  depending on image 
contrast. A smaller value of c  will encourage the block to become foreground, while larger value will 
transform the block to background. Empirically, 1.0c  is chosen.  
4. Local variance of gradient magnitude can be determined as follows. 
4.1 Let ),( vuGr  be the gradient magnitude of the pixel at u-th row and v-th column in the BB  
block.  




















where 16 ..., 32, 16, ,0  Wi , and 16 ..., 32, 16, ,0  Hj . 
4.3 Calculate the local variance values of gradient magnitude ),( jiVgr  of each block ),( ji that are 





















where 1 ..., 32, 16, ,0  Wi , and 1 ..., 32, 16, ,0  Hj . 
 
c. If ( MnjiMb ),(  and thGjiVgr ),( ), then the target block is assigned as a part of background region, 
otherwise is designated as foreground region. 
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3.3 Noise Areas Identification and Marking Using Gradient Coherence 
Generally, gradient coherence is used to describe the variation of grey-level values in an image. It 
can also be applied to investigate on how does each pixels-block behaves in terms of its gradient value in 
relation to fingerprint ridge flows. The larger value indicates that every pixel of the block shares a common 
direction, which is in accordance to ridge direction. On the contrary, the smaller value signifies that majority 
of the pixels have non-uniform directions, and does not resemble true ridge flow. The gradient coherence 
value is usually larger in foreground of the fingerprint image, where the grey values are much smoother along 
the direction of the ridge than that at the perpendicular direction of the ridge. The gradient coherence 
measures range in ]1 ,0[ . Gradient coherence value of 0 indicates that the gradients in the block are equally 
distributed over all directions. On the other hand, gradient coherence value of 1 indicates all pixels of the 
block share the same orientation. Since gradient coherence is based on the block information of the 
fingerprint image, the fingerprint image is divided into non-overlapping blocks of BB sized, in this case
16B .  For a given normalized fingerprint image, gradient coherence ),( jiCoh  of each block at pixel ),( ji
is calculated as follows: 
1. Let ),( vuGx and ),( vuGy  denote the gradients in x and y directions of the pixel at u-th row and v-th 
column in the BB  block.  






















































where 16 ..., 32, 16, ,0  Wi , and 16 ..., 32, 16, ,0  Hj . 
 
An example of the resultant image after undergone the above process is given in Figure 4. In this 





Figure 4. Noise areas of the foreground are identified and labelled 
The white coloured blocks indicate the noise areas 
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(Note: the input image is referred to the extracted foreground image in Figure 1(a) above) 
After the background, foreground, and noise regions are detected, further noise regions are 
enhancend using methods adopted from [16]. 
 
 
4. EXPERIMENT RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, fingerprint is segmented using a combination of local mean 
value and local variance of orientation fields’ gradient magnitude. In order to measure the performance of the 
proposed segmentation technique in terms of visual inspection; five different fingerprint qualities viz. good, 
dry, wet, low contrast, and stain are used. This similar criterion was also used in [11]. Figure 5 to Figure 9 




      
 
Figure 5. Result of the segmentation process of good quality fingerprint 
 
 
      
 
Figure 6. Result of the segmentation process of dry fingerprint 
 
 
      
 
Figure 7. Result of the segmentation process of wet fingerprint 
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Figure 8. Result of the segmentation process of low contrast fingerprint 
 
 
      
 




Overall, based on the above figures, the proposed segmentation technique has performed 
exceptionally well in most cases especially for good, dry and wet prints. The foregrounds are well separated 
from the background. However, in some low contrast prints, there are certain areas of the foregrounds have 
been wrongly marked as backgrounds. Likewise, for stain prints, there are some areas of background have 
been falsely labelled as foreground. Despite the imperfections, the segmented images or foregrounds are 
definitely well suited to facilitate the subsequence post-processing including ridge orientation field estimation 
and singular point detection. 
Beside the human inspection, which is considered as a qualitative measure, alternatively, the 
assessment can be carried out quantitatively such as by counting the number of false and missed fingerprint 
features like minutiae or singular points [2]. As for the singular points; the performance is measured 
according to the ratio of number of true singular points that have been discarded to the total number of 
genuine singular points that existed in the print. In other words, this measurement is equivalent of the 
percentage of the discarded genuine singular points.  Alternatively, the assessment can also be done 
according to the ratio between number of falsely accepted singular points and total number of genuine 
singular points.    
Thus, in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed segmentation technique in terms of the 
above quantitative measure, an experiment is set up using 500 prints of the NIST-DB14 (i.e. f0000001 to 
f0000500). In addition to that, the technique is also benchmarked against several well established 
segmentation methods including local mean of grey-scale based technique, local variance of gradient 
magnitude, and a combination of local mean of gradient magnitude and block coherence approach by Zhang 
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Bright area 
Table 1. Performance results of various fingerprint segmentation methods  
from singular points detections points of view 
Method MC (%) MD (%) FC (%) FD (%) 
Local mean of greyscales based. 16.39 36.99 1.05 0.75 
Combination local mean of gradient magnitude and block 
coherence. 18.35 29.32 2.86 0.90 
Local variance of gradient magnitude. 4.51 14.44 11.73 4.21 
Combination of local mean and local variance of gradient 
magnitude (the proposed method). 4.81 16.39  5.86 2.11 
 MC : Miss Rate of Cores (i.e. discarded true cores). 
 MD : Miss Rate of Deltas (i.e. discarded true deltas). 
 FC : False alarm rate of Cores (i.e. falsely accepted cores). 
 FD : False alarm rate of Deltas (i.e. falsely accepted deltas). 
 
 
Table 1 shows that the local mean of greyscale based method has performed badly in terms of Miss 
Rate percentages of both core and delta. This was due to the fact that all the bright areas of the foreground are 
assigned to the background by blackening the areas. Ironically, it has however resulted in good performance 
in terms of False alarm rates of both core and delta. In fact, these FC and FD are actually artificial and 
unreliable because quite sizeable area of foreground was blackened and thus became background, hence is no 
longer considered as a search area when seeking for cores and deltas. As a result some cores and deltas either 
genuine or fake are vanished (see Figure 10(a) - (a2)).  
Similarly, the same situation applied to Zang and Yan, but this time noise patches are now 
considered as rejected areas and therefore become off limit when searching for the existence of possible 
singular points. This is a self-explained reaction on why both the FC and FD attained were impressive. This 
move however is considered risky because cores and deltas may exist in the areas. Therefore, like the local 
mean method, the FC and FD are disputable. Figure 11(b)-(b2) depicts the scenario. 
As for the local variance of gradient magnitude method, it has achieved 4.51% and 14.44% for MC 
and MD respectively, which are considered better than that of both local mean and Zang and Yan methods. 
However, its FC and FD are worsening to 11.73% and 4.21%, respectively.  This is attributed to the noise 
patches of the foreground, which are now counted in the segmentation process, as opposed to the above Zang 
and Yan method. Figure 12(c)-(c2) demonstrates the above results. 
Finally, as for the proposed method whereby mean of greyscale and variance of gradient magnitude 
are used hand-in-hand to accommodate problematic areas including noise, dark grey, and bright patches in 
order not to unintentionally leave out any singular points because they may exist in those areas. Here, the key 
idea is that; an area is blackened if and only if both mean and variance have blackened the area. 
Consequently, the area now becomes background, and thus is no longer considered in the segmentation 
process. The above results have demonstrated that MC, FC and FD are markedly improved with 4.81%, 
5.86% and 2.11%, respectively. However, MD is worsened, and this is due to the fact that most of the deltas 
are located near the edges of the fingerprints (Figure 13(d)-(d1)). Nevertheless, this weakness can be rectified 
by using structure shape of the orientation fields. 
 
 
   
(a) 
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Figure 10. On segmentation results: Local Mean Versus the proposed method. (a) Original fingerprint; (a1) 









      
Figure 11. On segmentation results: Zang and Yan Versus the proposed method. (b) Original fingerprint; (b1) 
outcome of Zang and Yan method; (b2) outcome of proposed method 
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                                                   (c1)                       (c2)  
 
Figure 12. On segmentation results: local variance of gradient magnitude method Vs the proposed method. 




      
                      (d)                              (d1)  
 
Figure 13. On segmentation results: outcome of the proposed segmentation method (d) Original fingerprint; 




On the base of gradient magnitude and coherence features, the new approach to segment fingerprint 
image is proposed. This technique has successfully extracted the foreground from its background and marked 
the noise area in foreground of the fingerprint image. Experiments show that our method is improved 
compared to several methods, i.e. local mean of grey scales method, combination local mean of gradient 
magnitude and block coherence, and local variance of gradient magnitude method. Overall, the proposed 
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